SUMS OF INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES AND SUMS OF THEIR SQUARES Evarist Giné

Seccid de Matemátiques
Universitat Autónoma de Barcelona Let {X ni :i= 1, ._k n , n e YO be a triangular array of row-wise independent random variables, Sn= EJXnj the row sums and Tn= E j x2 j the row sums of squares . Raikov (1938) proved that S converges weakly to a Gaussian law if and only if T n converges in probability to a constant . Hall (1978) shows that if S n converges to a Poisson law with parameter a, then so does T n .
In this note we give the exact relation between tightness and convergente of {L(Sn)},{L(Tn )} and {min(1,x 2 )E j dL(X ni )} for infinitesimal arrays ; these results contain those of Raikov and Hall as particular cases . The tightness relations proved to be useful in some work with M .P .Marcus on the central limit theorem in C(S) . I acknowledge Prof . M .Marcus for the correspondence that led to this note (as a byproduct) .
The notation will be as follows : {X nj : j =1_ .,k n , n e fi} will be a triangular array of row-wise independent random variables ({X nj } for short), S n =E .X n , T =E .X 2 , X = X I < T}' Sn,T-EjxnjT' (T>0), J j n J nj ni , ni {IX n i j_ and {X nj } will denote independent symmetrizations of {X nj } .{X nj ) is infinitesimal if lim n max j P{IX ni 1 > E} =0 for all E>0 . Conversely, assume now that (v n } for al l T, t > 0,
known, Lévy's ineqiality gives that Given e > 0 choose T 
